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NEW MEXICO LOBO

U NM Professor To Study First Minerals
Brought Back From Barren Moon Surface
A geologist who has a contract
to be a principal investigator of
the first material returned from
the moon says "This is the most
exciting thing a geologist could
visualize in his laboratory. We'll
have a piece of another planet.''
Dr. Klaus Keil, a new professor of geology at UNM, plans to
concentrate on this examination
when he receives specimens of
lunar rock and dust.
Dr. Keil has a contract with the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Ullder
which he will be one of several
scientists analyzing the material
from the moon. He will use a

$25,000 laser beam micro-probe
which he has brought with him
an da $110,000 electron microprobe purchased by UNM with a
grant from the National Science
Foundation to determine the
chemistry, mineralogy, texture
and structure of the material.
Dr. Keil has found in meteorites four minerals not known on
earth. Two were found recently,
and most of the research on these
compounds will be done here. The
two compounds were produced under conditions of lack of oxygen,
Dr. Keil says. Research of this
type can tell scientists about the
conditions in other parts of space.
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The basic idea of his research,
Dr. Keil says, is to learn about
the origin of the solar· system and
planets. The earthcrust itself has
been reworked geologically many
times, so that nothing of the
original surface remains.
Meteorites, on the other hand,
are as old as 4. 7 billion years
(about the same age as is estimated for the earth as a whole) but
are still in a primitive form. Certain meteorite types are closer to
the average composition of the
solar system then is the earth's
surface.
As director of UNM Institute
of Meteorites, Dr. Keil will continue his present research. As a
professor of geology he will conduct additional research on terrestial ultrabasic rocks. He will
also teach a course in meteoritics, the first meteoritics course
ever offered by the university. He
hopes to add other courses later,
such as one in use of the electron
micro-probe.
Dr. Keil hopes to develop the
meteoritics program at UNM in

such ways as to encourage graduate students to write theses pertaining to meteoritics. He also
hopes to develop the Institute's
collection of meteorites, which
now includes the largest known
stony meteorite. The Institute,
he says, depends on the cooperation of non-geologists, since most
meteorites are found by them.
People who find what they
think may be a meteorite, see a
fire ball or have other useful
information can contact Dr. Keil
(call 277-2747). There is a chance
the object might be unusual, such

as the meteorites in which he
found the new minerals. Our
sampling of meteoritic material
and this may mean that our conclusions about origin and history
of meteorite parent bodies are
inaccurate.
may be quite incomplete, he says,
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UNM will receive $354,756 for
National Defense Loans this semester. This money will benefit
approximately 750 students with
each student receiving an average
of 475.
Because of a redistribution of
funds among the eleven New
Mexico colleges receiving this
money, 250 students had to be
turned down for this type of loan,
said Mr. Charles Sheeman, Director of Student Aids.
Last year UNM received $545,000, and this money went to 1,040 students. Students turned
down by the National Defense
Loan Program can still apply for
a loan from the Federal Insured
Loan Program from a bank or
similiar institution.
The National Defense Student
Loans are designed primarily for
students in need, with the federal
government providing 90 per cent
of the funds, with the institution
furnishing the remaining 10 per
cent.
An undergraduate student may
borrow up to $1000 per year to a
maximum of $5000. Graduate or
professional students are allowed
$2,500 per year to a maximum of

FOR SOMEOIRLS, LOVE ls THE ONLYWAY'l'O
Jf yo~ are squeamish,
~lyWeltcommend lhat

you do not walch the firs! fivt>
minules of 'Poor Cow' during>
which an actual birth scene
is vividly and graphically
portrayed on the screen.
-The Management

."A MEMORABLE~. CDMPLETELY
FASCINATING FILM !
I was totally grabbed by director Marco Ferreri's workl" ·
-lkhottl Shlckol, UFE Mogodne

•TONIGHT

7:30 9:U.

SIMPLY
SUPERBr

Theman With
The Ballaans
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OPEN 7:15 SHOW 7:50 9:45
PHONE 243-1704

Want Ads
"Kubrick provides the viewer
with the closest equivalent to
psychedelic experience this side
•
1"-Timc
0 f . h a II UCinogens
Magazine"A f antastic movie about man's
future f An unprecedented psychedelic roller coaster of an ex·
perience 1"-}f:gazin~'Kubrickrs '2001'
is the ultimate trip I" -~~~i:~~n Science

FOR SALE
WliY PAY RENT when f"" only $356
down & low monthly payments you c:an
have the pride of home ownen~hlp, buUd
an equity, and have a tax relief. Set
this charming 2 bedrm., formal dining
room & large living room with fireplace;
2 patios, part basement, garage, C.F.A.
hardwood floors. Close to UNM. CaD
Sam Cooper, 265-8571; Eve. 842-8280.
Caird·Norris Realty.
BOARD&ROOM
UNM STUDENTB-TIRED OF COMMUTING 7 Modern accommodations within
wallrlng distance of campus. Phone 2432881.
HELP WANTED

LEARN WHILE YOU EARN in n w.U
paid iob. Excellent training for future
job. Need 6 good men-Juniors & SenIors only. Call Mr. Co.rter after 5 p.m.
for appointment. 296-2966.
COLLEGE STUDENTS: Part time jobs,
evenings and SaturdaYS. No experience
necessary. Applicant must be neat, w.U
spoken and able to start immediately.
For interview appointment call Mr. Laws
at 344-1191 after 6 p.m.
ATTENTON STUDENTS who worked In
the field of encyclopedia sales this past
summer and also anyone interested in
part time employment during school
year. Contact A. :r. Martinez, Pres.
Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity at
266-0449, between 8 a.m. and 12 noon.
FOUND
FOUND: On tJNM campus. Approximate]y 3 month old female part abepbard
puppy, brindle coloring, Cn!l 268·7162
after 5 ~ 30 p.m.

Saturday Midnight
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Starts Wednesday Octq~er 2

FOX CINERAMA THEATRE
Winrock Shopping C~nter
Reserved Seats-Call 298~5445
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$10,000.
The National Defense Loans
have several features that make
them particularly attractive to
students who plan to teach.
Repayment does not begin until
nine months after the student
ends his studies, and if the borrower becomes a fulltime teacher
in an elementary or secondary
school, or in an institute of higher learning, as much as 50 per
cent of the loan may be cancelled
at the rate of 10 per cent for
every year taught.
Borrowers who decide to teach
handicapped children in the Pacific Islands Trust Territory, or in
designated s c h o o I s located in
areas of primarily low-income
families may qualify for an additional cancellation of 50 per
cent of their loan.
Repayment Rates
Repayment is usually based on
a rate of 3 per cent yearly on the
unpaid balance, but no payment
is demanded while the borrower
is continuing his course of study,
or while serving in the Armed
F o r c e s, the Peace Corps, or
Volunteers in Service to America
(VISTA) •.

The colleges and universities
which ·participate in the progran'i
are responsible for making collections and approving the loans.
Loans are offered to students
whom the institutions have accepted for enrollment as at least
half-time students.
In New Mexico an estimated
3,927 students at 11 colleges will
receive $1,001,359 in National Defense Loans. UNM has the largest amount of students participating in the program while Eastern
New Mexico University is second
in number of students benefitting.
ENMU students receive $168,509
in loans.
A student wishing to apply for
a loan for next semester should
contact the student aids office before December 1. It is too late to
apply for a loan for this semes~:r
under the National Defense Loan
Program,
The Federal Insured Loan Program will consider applicants for
loans at any time during the
school year. 976 UNM students
received money from this program
last year, and $150,000 in loans
has been granted for the current
year.

Two Classes In Education
Employed For Experiments

TerenceStampaaDave
Carol White in
•.

No.7

Redistribution of National D~feh~e Loans
Causes Aid Cut For 250 UNM Students

Reading In Kiva
By Local Poets
'(

BO

Monday, September 23, 1968

HELD OVER!
SECOND BIG WEEK

The UNM poetry reading series
will open tonight with readings
by two local men, William Harris of Placitas and Kell Robertson, Albuquerque.
Harris, a former UNM student,
was editor of "Ante" magazine in
Los Angeles for three years. Robertson has published a book, "Toward Communication,'' and is also
a western and folk singer. He performs at the Thunderbird lounge
in Placitas.
The reading will be tonight
(Friday) in the Kiva at 8 p.m.
Other poets scheduled to read
later in the season are Robert
Creeley and Galway Kinnell.

EXICO

This blonde bird, Heidi Findley,
was perched upon the UNM
architecture department's geodesic dome Friday morning, clutching a pink parasol and watching
all of the traffic on Central Ave.

Wallace tSupporters'
Romp Through Rally
LEXINGTON, Ky. (CPS) With tongues-in-cheek, a group
.of hippies playfully supported
George Wallace when he visited
the University of Kentucky last
Saturday.
Carrying placards reading
"Turn on with Wallace," "Keep
America Beautiful, Get a Haircut,'' "Sock it to us, George,"
"America-Love it or leave it,"
"Hippies for Wallace," and shouting slogans like "Law and Order
Now" and "We're for Po-leece
Power," the group ·was curiously
received.
To the hippies, it was a romp at
a high level of satire. They
chuckled to themselves at their
clever, peaceful method of cutting Wallace by making fun of
him.
The 35 scroungy, bearded,
sandaled, long-haired "hippies"
(aa they called themselves) demonstrated for nearly two hours
apparently in support of the
former Alabama governor in his
bid for the presidency.
After watching the hippies
parade for sevcrul minutes, one
elderly woman asked uncertainly,
"They ARE hippies, aren't they?"
'I thought hippies were for McCal'thy,'' said a Wallace supporter
who appeared dismayed by the
prospect of association with
freaks.
They converted the new left
victory signal into a three-fingered "W" for Wallace and they

also amended the "Hell no, we
won't go'' chant to "Heck yes, we
want
George"-a
somewhat
morally re-armed version of the
anti-draft original.
Wallace Misunderstood
As the atmosphere grew tense,
as the fervor spread in the crowd,
the hippies came through to lighten the mood. They started chanting, "Sock it to 'em George, sock
it to 'em George."
Wallace, thinking the · shouts
came from one of the usual
groups of adversaries who attend
his speeches, pulled out several
patented retorts from his repertoire: "All right, you're not goin'
to get promoted to the second
grade . • . you people don't know
how many votes you get me each
time you , .. ''
Then, pointing toward the group
which was sitting high in the
balcony he said, "You need a haircut," though he was too far away
to oee how correct he was. The
hippie group began chanting even
louder-"We want Wallace.''
Wallace hesitated, took a step
backwards, approached the mike
again and said, "Oh I think
they're for us up there," which
brought wild applause from the
group. The little man with the
slicked-back hair had been goofed
on and didn't know it.
Later at the airport, when
asked about the hippies he was
to say, "If they're really for me,
I'd be glad to have them."

By MARY ANDERSON
tiona or discussions.
Staff Writer
Five weeks will be spent in
Dr. John R. Dettre of the Col- simulated teaching during which
lege of Education, is using his each student gives presentations
two classes of Foundations of to his group and is then evaluated.
Secondary Education to conduct The purpose of this is to assess
an experimant aimed at determin- any natural talent the student
ing which of two approaches best may have.
prepares a student to teach.
During the remaining seven
Dr. Dettre feels that a teacher weeks, the group will become the
must be a practioner one who faculty of a hypothetical high
knows how to do things. Dettre school. In a manual the imaginary
says a teacher must learn to use town has been described for the
the process of diagnostic problem students. They are also given a
solving.
class roster with test scores and a
With the aim of producing such curriculum gnide.
a diagnostic teacher, Dettre has
Problem Solving
set up one class as an experiThe members of the "faculty"
ment. The class meets in three will each be given a series of
groups of 25. The first week was problems to solve. The students
spent in general orientation.
are to classify the information
Weeks of Free Reading
available to them, draw concluEach group will spend three sions, and then make a diagnostic
weeks in free reading during decision.
which they will read the textbook.
Dettre's other section of the
The class does not hold regular class will be taught in the tradimeetings but Dr. Dettre is avail- tional manner of lecturing and
able in the classroom for ques- discussion. This class is to act as

a control group in the experi-'
ment.
Two Tests Given
To measure the results of the
experiment, two sets of tests will
be given to each class at the beginning and end of the semester.
One test is a measure of the student's personal involvement in
education. The other measures the
student's attitude toward teaching.
A mean score will be found for
each class on each of the tests.
The same tests will be given at
the end of the semester to compare the changes in the experimental class to those of the control class. The results should determine which of the two approaches best prepares a student to teach.
Dr. Dettre has taught at UN'u'"
for four years and has also taught
both junior and senior high
schools. He has also been a principal and superintendent of
schools in Ohio.

Graduate Students Meet
By JOHN MILOGLAV
Staff Writer
At the organizational meeting
of the Graduate Student Council
held last Friday three committees were appointed to look into
problems which face both the
graduate student and the upper
classman.
The four basic aims of the
Council for this year were also
presented to the group by Dick
Eliott, president. Associated Student president Jim Dines also
addressed the 28 people present.
The three committees, concerned with the problems of the
library, student parking, and
identification card use, were t()
gather information together to
be presented at a meeting this
Friday.
Senators Invited
Two New Mexico state senators were to be invited to tha
coming meeting, along with UNM
president Ferrel Heady and dean

of the Graduate School George
Springer. Committee reports will
be presented to show a reported
deplorable lack of funds for campus use.
The stated aims of the Council
this year will be to explore the
general academic program and
introduce suggestions, and to
meet the social needs of the general graduate student body.
Other aims are to provide information of specific interest to
graduates, and to explore the
possibilities of the service of

ombudsman for the general student body.
Funds Sought
Tlie Council will also try to
attract some of the $315,000 re·
leased by the Ford Foundation,
to the UNM campus for future
research in various fields.
The Graduate Student Council wil !have its second meeting
in the North end of the Union
Ballroom Friday, September 27
at 4 p.m. All students, including
the new graduate students enrolled this fall, are urged to attend.

Cream Tickets On Sale
Tickets for the Cream concert
went on sale this morning in the
Union for $4.50, $5.50, and $6.50.
All seats are general admission.
The Cream, who will appear in
University Arena on October 5,

is the first offering this semester
by the UNM Popular Entertainment Committee. The committee
is now negotiating with Simon
and Garfunkel for a concert in
November and with the Doors
for a concert in December.
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~----------------------------------~~==~~~--------------------------~~~--~-The dummy has a mind of its own?

To The Editor:
Capp Fire
To The Editor:
I'd like to thank Steve Van
Dresser, President Pro Tempore
of Student Senate, for walking
out of AI Capp's political harangue. He. had the guts to walk out
of a partisan, political speech
(supposdely satire) which was
often unsubstanciated opinion
spoken under the guise of "truth."
For example, anyone who has
lived in New York knowf! that AI
Capp exaggerated the danger of
being mugged while walking the
streets of New York at night. Unfortunately, there is a fear of
walking the streets, but much of
the fear is unfounded. Also I
hope Mr. Capp is not so naive
that he thinks he would be perfectly safe from mugging in a
rough section of London.
John Russo

I
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"2, 3, Many Viet Nams"

·

F

Bad as the war in VietNam is, there is as yet no guarantee
that there will be no more military adventures on our part
in Asia. And until we get at the root of this twentieth century American phenomenon, there may well be "two, three,
man~ Viet Nam's," as Gueverra urged.
All this springs from a psychopathic attitude toward
communism, an attitude seemingly informed by a compulsive
paranoia. The effects on Asia are severe in terms of the future, but .in the larger contexts of the world and the United
Nations these effects are as serious as the effects on us at
home. A country unable to support social change in Asia
seems unlikely to prosecute it at home or anywhere else.
Perhaps we are not immune from the corrosive effects of
power.
In the face of our example China and Russia become effective and dangerous beyond their real abilities. They then
become the only model of social revolution, and a threat by
example.
When someone becomes a. threat by his mere existence
that indicates an incr~dible devotion to the third world investments of a small part of the nation's businesses which
prefer third rate colonial style areas in which to invest.
It indicates an amazing lack of statecraft, interest, and
information for these countries, and an almost immoral (certainly foolish) betrayal of our own heritage. We deny the
future to others and to our own people by arming the past,
and, in the best Terry-and-the-Pirates tradition of military
adventure tales, intervening around the world under the influence of our fantasies about the third world and about

Arts and Sciences Run Around
To The Editor:
"You're not an A through K?"
a tired secretary asked.
"No, I'm an L through Z-but
can't you help .me anyway, since
you're not busy?"
"You'll have to wait in the
other line--it really works out,"
she said sweetly. So I did, she
was a pretty girl.
"I'd like a drop-add slip," I
said to the secretary-to-the-secretary-of-the-secretary.
"What are your classes?" said
she.
"I'm not sure yet, just give me
the slip"-1 had in mind all those
before me who had laboriously
thumbed through schedules while
we behind waited.
"I'm sorry, that's not the Policy."
"Oh, well, who do I have to see
to get a blank one?"
The secretary-to-the-secretary

Letters are welcome, and should
be no longer than 260 words typewritten, doubl& spaced. Name, telephone number and address must be
included, although name wiD be
withheld upon request.

was disappointed in me for wanting to save her time. She got the
secretary (to the Dean) for me.
She began, "If you don't want to
follow the rules, there's nothing....:.."
"Look, I like rules," I tried to
comfort her, ''but just not the
stupid ones.''
"We've got to keep records on
every class that every student
takes, and the Dean has to ok it.''
"Now," said I, "there's no dean
in any college who would deny a
student and a professor who
wanted t.o be together. Besides,
what ifi change my mind about a
class, doesn't it take up your
time if I'm always running backand-forth to let you know?"
''Yes," she sighed, "but that's
the policy. Now I'm very busy
and you're wasting my valuable
time--! guess yours isn't so valuable.''
"Can I quote you in The Lobo?"
I says. And I did.
Manuel Savage
lniolerance
To The Editor:
Recently I had a discussion
about sensitivity wit hthe teacher
of Folklore 461, Profe.ssor Ernie
L. Baughman. The discussion was
brought about by my concern over
his opening lecture .
Baughman spent the first class
period commenting on the dress,
grooming, and behavior of students, then adding a few postscripts about folklore.
In brief, the content of Mr.
Baughman's first lecture was: the
right to wear dark glasses in
class is dependent upon a written
statement from a physician; male
legs are hairy, unsightly, and
should be covered by long pants;
female legs are nice to look at,
but should be covered by a skirt

of suitable length for that purpose; shoes and socks are mandatory; and those with long hair or
beards must sit on the periphery
of the instructor's vision (the end
rows ,first few seats) so that their
appearance will not disturb the
professor's train of thought.
I left the classroom With nostalgic memories of junior high
school and some doubts about
whether Mr. Baughman should be
teaching.
It seemed to me a professor engaged in the study of folklore
should have accumulated the tolerance so necessary for an unbiased
look at the ways of others. Therefore, the next day I paid a visit
to Baughman's office and told him
so. For response he showed me a
Harper's Magazine article which
sought to prove the absurdity of
students refusing to compromise
their beliefs.
When I told him all I wanted
was the freedom to dress in the
manner to which I had become accustomed, he replied that I was
too sensitive .• , Baughman's answer to the question of whether
he could fairly grade a student
whose appearance did not meet
his dictates was "stick around
see." Sounds of Silence.
That afternoon I was required
to sit in the first seat of outcast
country. My hair is moderately
long, but not so long that it covers my ears.
The next day I transferred to
another course. In my own opinion, two class periods and one
short discussion were enough indication of Baughman's objectivity. I thought it very appropriate that the first film of the
cinema course I substituted for
Mr. Baughman's was entitled "Intolerance."
Paul Lott

Lobo Course Review Ill

Is That Course a Drag?

By JOHN MILOGLAV
Staff Writer
This is the third in a series of
articles designed to arbitrarily
recommend courses to students
looking for a change. You can
take some of the arbitrariness
out of our choices by bringing
your own recommendations to The
Lobo, Room 158, Journalism Bldg.
To add or drop a class, the
student goes to his college office
and .picks up a drop-add slip. He
takes the slip to the instructors
involved in his proposed change
for their signatures. The student's
adviser and the Dean of his college must also sign the slip. The
slip must be returned to the business windows at the Records Office in the Admin. Bldg.
~communism.
Anthropology 102-01; DevelopJust to interfere militarily around the world is not to ment of Culture; P. K. Bock
MWF 1:30-2:20, Anth 101.
abandon the worst features of isolationism. Before isolationStarting from birth; humanism dies in the U.S. we wi1l have to abandon as well our igity's use, or disuse, of culture
norance of the rest of the world. In a sense, militarism
as shown in symbols. An occasional good joke.
abroad is a perverted substitute for isolationism as long aS
English 283-03; American Literawe still seek to impose our customs and our ideas about ture; lvan P. Melada
MWF 10:30-11:20, MH 121.
government and our lifeways on others. At best we have
This
prof covers American Lit.
traded in isolationism for just one more form of ethnocenin several ;paperbacks by the
trism. It is no fit approximation of the sophisticated interauthors of the time. Talks little
or lot, depending on what au_nationalism that is necessary in this half of the twentieth
thorities have said.
.
century.
History 161-!H; History of the
As long as our fantasies continue to block the third W(.::ld United States; William Dubney
MW 9 :30-10:20, Anth 101.
from any solution to the problems of scarcity, elitism, starHe tries hard to make it easier
vation, and anomie, we will continue to thrash about in the
for you. One girl says, "He's
nice." Only problem is tall stack
dark.
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of books, if you don't like books.
One hour lab, most of them
open.
Anthropology 306-01; The American Indian; South America; Karl
Schwerin
TT 12:00-1:15, Anth 141.
Major culture types and selected ethnographic examples. "I
think he really knows what he
is doing, from what I've seen,"
said class member Jack Snyder.
History 4601; The American Colonies, 1607-1763; William Dabney

MWF 1:30-2:20, MH 102.
British America and American
institutions in their infancy.
"Comprehensive, taught by an
excellent man. Knows the field
intimately.'' Also gets around
in his history.
Sociology 411; Deviant Behavior;
M. A. Forslund
MWF 9:30-10:20, MH 108.
Individual and subcultural deviancy. Review of theory and
research on subject. "Excellent
as he has outlined it.''
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"A computer has no mind of its own Its
'brainpower' comes from the peopl~ who
create ·1he programs," says Rod Campany.
Ro,d earned a B.S. in Math in 1966. Today,
he sa~ IBM Systems Programmer working on
a portion of Operating System/360 a
hierarchy of programs that allows~ computer
to schedule and control most of its own
operations.
A mixture of science and art
"Programming" means writing the instructions that enable a computer to do its job.
Says Rod, "It's a mixture of science and art.
You're a scientist in the sense that you have to
analyze problems in a completely logical way.

"But you don't necessarily hunt for an ultimate right answer. There can be as many
solutions to a programming problem as
.
there are programmers. That's where the art
comes in. Any given program may work, but
how well it works depends entirely on the
ingenuity of the programmer."
Progra~mers

hold a key position in the
country's fastest growing major industryinformation processing. Business Week reports that the computer market is expanding
about 20 percent a year.
You don't need a technical degree
If you can think logically and like to solve
problems, you could become an IBM pro-

Programming at IBM

"It's a chance
to use everything
you've got!'

gram mer no matter what your major. We'll
start you off with up to twenty-six weeks of
classroom and practical training.
Check with your placement office
If you're interested in programming at IBM,
ask your placement office for more information ..
Or send a resume or letter to Harley Thronson,
IBM Corp., Dept. C, 3424 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90005. We'd like to hear
from you even if you're headed for graduate
school or military service.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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UNM Professor
Gets Bat Grant
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Muskie Challenges Nixon
To Offer War Solution

I

WICHITA, Kan. (UPI)-The
Viet Nam war is the result of
decisions made by the Eisenhower
Administration in 1954, Democratic Vice Presidential candidate Edmund S. Muskie said Fri-

I

day.

I

Muskie challenged Richard M.
Nixon, the GOP candidate and
Eisenhower's Vice President, to
offer a solution.
/:Speaking to an overflow crowd
of '1,000 Wichita State University students, the Maine Senator
said "all the questions .about Viet
Nam seem to be directed at one
set of candidates.
"The public seems to have for·gotten that Mr. Nixon was vice
president in the administration
that chose to ignore the election
mandate of tl1e Geneva Accord.
"I hope that Mr. Nixon has no
objection to being asked to meet
the same test that Mr. Humphrey
and 1 are being asked to meet,"
Muskie said. The remark brought
an ovation from the students.
"Mr. Nixon says he will not
say anything that will jeopardize
the negotiations in Paris,'' Muskie
added. "But Mr. Nixon says he
has no objection to debating the
past, and the :past goes back at
least to 1954.''
At a news conference earlier
ll'riday in Topeka where he had
breakfast with Kansas Gov. Rob~
ert B. Docking, Muskie said
Nixon had failed to offer a solution for Viet Nmn. He accused
the Republican nominee of "carefully avoiding" the i:;sue.
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Muskie also defended the Democratic administration's policies
on law and order, saying "One
of the most incredible suggestions
of this election is that somehow
crime is related to a party level.
'"The problems of law and order," he said, "began with the
origin of man:•

l!Ht'Mlfl
Makers of Hand Mode
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

"expecting things to pop but we
are d o i n g everything to keep
channels of communication open
with the students." The basic issue is student control of social
regulations, food services, quarters, curriculum and even faculty.
Louisiana State University Dr. Cecil Taylor, chancellor, says,
"I would be surprised, I think, if
there weren't some kind of unrest." However, he agreed with
two other Louisiana College officials that ·protests are a healthy
sign of intellectual stimulation,
and said "a university is an institution that seeks to prepare
people for change and the unexpected.''
Students Will Make Noise
University of Iowa - Marine
and Dow recruiters were protested
last year, resulting in 108 students arrested and 86 placed on
disciplinary probation. A university spokesman says s t u d e n t s
groups this year "will make noise,
you count on it."
Ohio State University, Central
State University, Ohio University
-All were the scenes of protests
during the last school year. The
National Guard was called out to
quell a student uprising at Ohio
University. John Millet, chancellor of the Ohio board of regents,
has warned it may be a long, cold
winter for Buckeye schools.
University of Pennsylivania-

Conflict this year, as last, may
shape up around the school's involvement in biological warfare
research,
S t an f or d University - Last
spring, the Naval ROTC building
on campus was destroyed by fire
during a sleep-in at the administration building. ROTC units on
campus appear. to be the biggest
sources of potential trouble again
this term.
Americans Fed Up
Some university administrators
have warned that the American
people are getting fed up with
campus disol'der. If peace doesn't
come, they say, "outside forces"
may move in and destroy academic freedom.
Dr. Eric A. Walker, president
of Pennsylvania State Univerllity, said recently, "If illegal
campus disturbances are not curbed, I truly believe outside forces
will move against our colleges and
universities and we may well lose
the traditional freedom we have
built up over the years."

CAMPUS lAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin·<>p Ory·Cieaning
and laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.f,
247-0836

Ws Good Business
to be an

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Did you know AK'f
I• the olde•t fraternity, having been
formed in the Schoo! of Commerce
Accounts and Finance at New York
Univeroity on October 5, 1904?
Has initiated over 56,000 membero,
most of whom are business execu·
lives, has installed over 126 college
chapters, has 36 alumni chopters,
and is one of the 20 lorgesl college
fraternities?
Is one of the few organi•ation• in
schools of business which emphasizes and teaches adherence to high
business ideals and ethics?

the Beta Tau Chapter
of
Alpha Kappa Psi
Invites all business and
economics majors to a

RUSH SMOKER
Wednesday Evening
7:30
Room 250-C of the
New Mexico Union

Sheaffer's big deal gets you through
29 term papers, 3 book reports, 17 exams,
52 quizzes and 6 months of homework.

Sorry about that.
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Confucius Applies To Student Unrest

'Protest, Authority Confrontations
Set Tone of Coming School Year
(UP!) -For some college stu- orientation for incoming freshdents the tone of the c o m i n g men males.
school year was set in the streets
Oberlin College - If the Viet
of Chicago during the Democratic Nam war is unchanged, protests
National Convention - protest are expected similar to ones last
and confrontation with authority. spring when students kept a Navy
Fol1owing the "Battle of Chi- recruiter trapped in his car for
cago" and disorders at Columbia six hours and a sit-in was staged
University and the University of in the administration building
Illinois during the fledgling school over the l'pesence of military reyear, a United P1·ess Internation- cruiters.
al survey indicated the outlook
Harvard University ~ Dow
for peace on the campuses this
recruiters
were held captive by
ye:a' is generally gloomy.
anti-war demonstrators last year,
Schools which had trouble last but a university spokesman says
year are likely to have it again, so tar there is no sign of agitain the opinion of both administl·a- tion on campus this year.
tors and student activists, AlBoston University-Negro stuthough in some cases local issues dents took over the administration
which sparked protests last year building last yead demanding inhave been resolved.
·
creased enrollment of black stuSmall Groups
dents.
The survey also indicated that
ABU spoltesman says, "No one
in most cases the protesters rep- wants to talk about what might
resented a small fraction of tl1e happen this year for fear we will
entire student body. Many schools start something. Everybody s(lrt
escaped unscathed last year and of expects something will happen.
expect no trouble this term.
But we don't know what."
The University of Wyoming,
Negro Problems Resolved
for example, says its greatest
Northwestern University-Neworry this year "is a big parking gro .students apparently are satisproblem." A student leader says fied with the agreement on housthere probably won't be any pro- ing and other matters they won
tests because '.'the majority of the . from the University after they
st.~e"llent body couldn't care less
seized the administration building
···about it."
last spring. A university spokesCampus sources said the big man says' "We hope there won't
issues this year will be the same be any trouble, but in an election
as last-The Viet Nam war, the year I don't see haw we can avoid
draft, the racial question, drugs, it. We'll just try to keep it within
student relations with the com- reasonable bounds."
Colgate University-A spokesmunity, and campus matters such
as tuition increases, dOi'mitory man says Colgate, which had five
visiting between men and women, days of trouble last spring, is
and a louder student voice in social regulations, curriculum and
facutly.
Probable Trouble Spots
Prominent among campuses
other than Berkeley and Columbia
Dr. James S. Findley, professor
which knew trouble last year and of biology at UNM, bas received
look for more:
a $35,00ct grant from the NationUniversity of Wisconsin al Science Foundation for a twoseventy persons were injured last year study of bats.
year during a ·Protest over Dow
Dr. Findley is on sabbatical
.Qhemical Co. Job recruiters on leave during the 1968-69 academic
·campus, Troubles this year may year, and is now in Europe coldevelop over mandatory ROTC lecting information about bats.
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WASHINGTON (CPS) -Confucius, born 2,519 years ago, said,
"The young are to be respected.
How do we know that the ne:x:t
generation will not measure up to
the present one? But if a man
has reached 4G or 50 and nothing
has been heard of him, then I
grant that he is not worthy of
respect."
He also said, ''Learning without
thinking is labor lost; thinking
without learning is perilous."
These two quotations from an

ancient Chinese philosopher perhaps can add perspective to the
student rebellions which are now
dominating the political and social scenes of countries from East
to West, from the Communist to
the Capitalist systems, from the
highly developed to the underdeveloped nations of the world.
By virtue of the rapid progress
and development of science and
technology on which the world
builds its power and values, it is
all too clear that the next geenra-

tion not only will measure up to
the present one, but will surpass
it.
At the same time, the multitude
of men over 40 and 50 from whom
nothing humanly significant has
been heard is losing its moral
ground and is "not worthy of respect." Worse, when they are
heard, the men of 40 and 50 in
positions of power and decision
echo the thund(lrs of guns in faraway places such as the jungles of
Vietnam and Bolivia, and the dis-

tinct lament of the hungry, the
oppressed, and the victims of
brutaHty and social injustice.
Slogans to justify national policies become irrelevant and obscene. A town has to be destroyed
to be saved; a country has to be
pacified and napalmed to be democratic; a man is condemned because he follows the teaching of
his Chnrch; and law and order are
revoked to impose unjust laws and
unacceptable order.
At school, a young man is submerged with knowledge that is
mostly irrelevant to the problems
he sees in his society, in his neighborhood, in the world, and within
himself. A suffocating bureaucracy and a cascade: of social e"·ents
take away his time, his powe1' of
thinking, and his leisure for J:omantic aspirations.
Thinking becomes the monopoly
of corporations, and of the "thinktanks," the Rands and the Hurlsons where scientists and so-called experts in their glass laboratories manipulate men and societies to fit into their intellectual
games. A mouse is no different
from a human being, and much
less different from a nation, They
are all subjects for experimentation. They are to be dissected and
tested by people who think, but
have not learned either from
within or from the world around.
The measure of success of the
student rebellions can be judged
by the worries and fears among

Progressive Folk-Rock Sound
Gains KUNM New Recognition
By GEORGE CAMPBELL
Staff Writer
The "Progressive Folk-Rock"
(PFR) sound of the campus radio
station, KUNM, has resulted in
new-found recognition.
"We felt that we were cast in
the circle of success when a man
called and wanted advertising for
his clothing store," said Roger
Schneider, assistant manager of
the station. He then added sadly,
"But we don't sell advertising.''
The station is supported by the
ASUNM budget, and is thus purely a student oriented .fnd financed
faciHty.
During the spring semester of
1968, the station underwent a
shakeup in management and personnel due to interference of the
radio board, and the :result is the
PFR sound currently being featured.
Schneider said that the aim of

KUNM is to "provide a unique
broadcast service available nowhere else" and added that the station is trying to develop a "personality," emphasizing that the
station is more than a mere "record player."
Noting the impact of the new
sound, particularly on incoming
students, Schneider pointed out
that many of the staff volunteers
are freshmen with an interest in
radio because they "like what's
happening" at KUNM.
The impact of the station has
been felt in the surrounding metropolitan area as well as on campus. Referring to information relayed to him by an El Paso record
dealer, Schneider said that three
local record dealers have been ordering and selling large amounts
of records that were virtually unknown before KUNM began its
new broadcast format.

Impact Felt
Further evidence of the station's
impact appeared in a recent edition of the Albuquerque News
which reported that KUNM has
"more action than other FM channels which lull you to sleep with
music plated by 101 fiddlers all of
which remind you of Phil Spitalny, with Evelyn and her magic
violin.''
Where else but from KUNM
can you hear such potential classics as 'Cocaine' (Chorus: Cocaine
ruunin' all round mab brain'), or
that other big hit favorite "Don't
Bogart that Joint Mah Friend'?

THE LEGGY LOOK

Sheaffer's big deal means you can
write twice as long. Because you
get the long-writing Sheaffer dollar
ballpoint plus an extra long-writing
49¢ refill free. All for just a dollar.
How much do you think you can

write?
The world's longest writing dollar ballpoint
pen.

SHEAFFER®

... and

and Cultural Program Committee

Variety Review
Fiddler on the Roof
(Music Hall, Dallas)
Dallas, Aug. 28.
For simplicity, hum or and
warmth, "Fiddler on the Roof" has
already had solid acceptance on
Broadway and on tour. The second
road edition, staged and choreographed by Jerome Robbins in New
York, should find ready audiences
in the 110-city tour of 33 weeks by
the bus-and-truck company, which
drew an audience of 2,853 for its
local opening Aug. 21 at the Dallas
State Fair Musical Hall. It's an
obvious hit.
Joe Cusanelli, vet of th~ N.Y.
and road company in other roles,
is superb as the bargaining, cagey
and lovable Russian dairyman saddled wiht five marriageable daugh•
ters, a tart wife and a lame horse.
He accepts the character's woes,
but wrings laughs in communing
with God for a better, richer Ufe.
lle alsD displays good pipes, notably in his solo "If I Were a Rich

FLAIR

TO BOOT!

whether it's
mushing about
or just looking
great

Man."

Good

Job
?
regrsror NOW with tho
Pr.ACI:MEN.T CENTER
lead:;

f~:;fstdnta

Reference C~llcction~
lntorv/ewt-Froe

the established governments in
both the Communist (with a l!ig
"C") and the Capitalist sides.
Some people, supposedly concerned, supposedly liberal, ask, "What
do the students want, what is
their program for the future?''
This question does not need to
be raised. Program and action are
one, and no meaningful program
can be born without personal
daily experiences. The young people reject and despise the "think
tanks" and the programming scientists. They want to learn while
fighting and 1ight while learning.
In the past, power has grown
"out of the barrels of guns," out
of the clever manipulations and
investments of capital. The power of the future will grow out of
the accumulated and personal experiences of millions of students
united in their compassionate view
of man's fate. From eJqJeriences,
from sharing, from communal
sufferings, they will offer to the
next generation a program and
a direction.
To judge the young by the old
cliches and the old people is like
what a Taoist said: "An owl can
catch fleas at night and see the
tip of a hair, but if it comes out
in the daytime, it may stare with
its eyes and not see a mountainthe natures of different creatures
are different."
There are still too many owls in
the daytime, glaring world of revolutions in the 1960's.

Susan Willis is wife Golde ,com•
plementing the elements that bring
cohesion to the solution of marrying off three daughters, and remains a loyal mate in 1906 Russia.
Renee Semmes, Andrea Eden and
Susan Goeppinger register as the
devoted offspring.
The blending of life, music and
dance spark this staging throughout. Lila Teigh, as the matchmaker, Yente, earns laughs with throwaways; Peter Johl, the butcher, is
a good loser at love, and Sanford
Seegar, as the Rabbi, scores in a
terp bit at a wedding dance. Also,
Stuart Howard, the tailor, and
Richard Balin, the student, capably
care for strong roles.
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UTEPWearsOut Lobos,
Rolls To Easy 44-15 Win

The persistant University df
Texas-El Paso Miners wore down
a determined New Mexico Defense and rolled to a 44-15 victory Saturday night at the Sun
Bowl.
The Lobos outplayed UTEP in
the first half, despite being on
the short end of 14-3 score. The
Miner depth was too much for the
thin-manned wolfpack after that,
however.
New Mexico is now 0-2 for the
season, the loss being their 11th
in a row. Texas-El Paso is 1-0-1.
Two Miner touchdowns and a
field goal in the third period
proved to be the backbreakers as
far as the Lobos were concerned.
The UNM defense, which had
been hitting and covering brilliantly in the first half, just wore
out.
UTEP took the second-half
kickoff and moved 79 yards in 11
plays, scoring on a nine-yard pass
from Quarterback Brooks Dawson to Paul White.
The Miners then forced UNM
to punt and a bad snap caused a
hurried 23 yard punt, which
gave UTEP good field position
on their own 42.
This touchdown came eight
plays later, with White going
over from the two.
Soon afterward, Jerry Waddles added a 27-yard field goal,
set up by an intercepted Stone
aerial, making the score 31-3 at
the end of the period.
The Miners scored two fourthquarter TDs on a six yard run by
Sam Scarber
Reggie Matthews and a one yard
plunge by Dick Rausch.
New Mexico, down 44-3, added first stanza compared to 12 for
UTEP, using a consistant ground
two scores late in the game. The game.
first came on a sensational 88They took the opening kic~off
yard pass from Terry Stone to
transfer wingback Sam Scarber. and controlled the ball for over
The toss was one yard short of eight minutes, before a bad snap
the WAC record of 89 yards set on a field goal attempt snuffed the
on a Beitler to Emilio Vallez pass drive.
in 1966.
With Stone and Beitler alterThe final score of the night was nating at the helm, the Lobos
set off by a 75 yard run by Lobo moved from their 20 to the UTEP
Ace Hendricks after intercepting 29, picking up four first downs in
a pass, which put the ball on the the process. They moved to the
Miner 5. Dave Bookert ran it over 22, before a delay of game penalty
from there with 41 seconds re- set them back to the 27.
maining in the game.
Beitler then rolled to the nine,
The Lobos failed to capitalize but a motion penalty put them
on two extra-point passing plays. back to the 32. Two plays later,
New Mexico, playing hard-hit- the bad snap caused Johnson's
ting football strange to their missed field goal.
fans in the last few years, dominated play in the first quarter
while falling behind 7-0.
The UNM secondary was doing
a great job covering receivers,
allowing lineman to put great
pressure on Dawson.
The Lobos ran 30 plays in the

SENIORS
Take Time Out!
Attend the

PLACEMENT CENTER'S
Information Meeting
for
Career Interviewing
Thursday, Sept. 26
,,~...._ Geo. Bldg. 122
4:00-6:00 p.m.

UTEP took over and moved
62 yards in eight plays, with
White carrying it over from eight
yards out.
A fumble recovery on the 18 by
the Miners followed shortly afterward, but the valliant Lobo Defense held their ground, and
Waddles missed on a 42-yard field
goal attempt.
New Mexico then began another
drive which resulted in a 31-yard
field goal by Johnson, making the
score 7-3.
The three-pointer followed a
drive highlighted by a piling-on
penalty following a Beitler to
Scarber completion. The Lobos
got all the way to the UTEP 6
before being pushed back to the
14. Johnson booted it through the
uprights with the ball being
placed on the 21.
Lobo Joe Presente moments
later stole a Dawson pass and re.turned it from his own 40 to the
Miner 26. The Lobos stalled, and
another Johnson boot was wide to
the left.
Dawson winged a 50-yard bomb
to Major Stevenson with under
two minutes remaining in the
first half for the Miner's final
score before intermission.
New Mexico staged a lastditch rally, moving all the way
to the UTEP 23 before Stone and
Bietler got dumped several times
trying to pass.
The game's statistics were not
nearly so lopsided as the score.
UTEP had nineteen first downs to
eighteen for UNM; had 163 yards
rushing to 137 for the Lobos; and
hit on 16 of 36 passed for 252
yards.
The Beitler-Stone combination
co]).Dected on 13 of 25 for 239
yards. The Lobos picked off two
passes while UTEP snagged one.
Total offense stats had the
boys from EI Paso with 393 yards
to 303 for the wolfpack.
In other games involving WAC
teams on Saturday, Wyoming
beat Utah State 48-3; Utah was
smashed by Nebraska, 31-0; Arizona State stunned Big Ten power Wisconsin 55-7.
Colorado State was skunked by
Kansas State, 21-0; Brigham
Young trounced Western Michigan 17-7, and New Mexico's next
foe Arizona stepped on Iowa
State to the tune of 21~12.

of the meeting
include discussions of interviewing
procedures, qualities
employers are seeking, free services of
the Plocement Center, All seniors from
ony fleld should attend.

H. M. CAMPBELL
·Director
Placement Center

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS
NO MONTHLY
CHARGE-:JUST
lOc A CHECK

--

..

The American Bank of Commerce on-campus
branch provides you with the most convenient
means of managing your finances. Ask about
the special student checking account, which
includes free, fully-personalized checks, free
deposit slips, free check register and free checkbook cover with the University Lobo emblem.
No monthly charges! Just pay lO cents a check.
Savings accounts and other checking services
are also provided. American Bank of Com·
merce is convenient and professionally prepared to help you.

Work in Europe
American Student Information
Service has arranged jobs,
tours & studying in Europe for
over a decade. Choose from
thousands of good paying jobs
in 15 countries, study at a famous university, take a Grand
Tout, transatlantic transportation, travel independently. All
permits, etc. arranged thru this
low cost & recommended program. On the spot help from
ASIS offices while in Europe.
For educational fun-filled &
proiitabie experience o£ a Hietime send $ 2 for handbook
(overseas handling, airmail reply & applications included)
listing jobs, tours, study· &
cvammed with other valuable
info, to: Dept. M,. ASIS, 22 ave.
de la Liberte, LuxembOu~g
City, Grand Duchy of Lux.
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See us for your picnic needs
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J ·E W E L E R S
6609 MENUAL BLVD. N.E.
(Coronado Center is acroS"S Menual from us)

268-4480
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Vikings Beat Packers
Ball Control Pays Off
The victory was the Vikings'
second straight an dgave them
sole possession of first place in
the Central Division while the
loss marked the Packers' first
under new coach Phil Bngtson.
The Vikings, strangling the
Packers with their own ball control play, took a 16-0 lead in the
first half on touchdown runs of

MILWAUKEE, Wis. (UP!) Joe Kapp combined shrewd ball
control and short passing with
Bill Brown's clutch running to
guide the Minnesota Vikings to
a 26-13 victory over the World
Champion Green Bay Packers
Sunday in the biggest upset of
the two-week-old National Football League season.

Coachless Lobo
X-Country Men
Lose At UTEP
The New Mexico Cross-Country
squad innaugurated its seastm
with a 22-23 loss to Texas-El
Paso, in the border city.
UTEP finished 1-2-3 and was
'Paced by Dan McKillip, who
covered the five-mile course in
24:24.0. Second and third went
to Miners Peter Romero, 24:25.0,
and Rod Hill, 24:37.0.
Top finisher for the Lobos was
Chuck Schuh in fourth with a
time of 25:04.0. Web Loudat,
25:34.0, and Bob Nanninga, 25:48.0, trailed in fifth and sixth for
the Lobos.
The W olfpack made the El Paso
trip without coach Hugh Hackett who remained in Albuqurque
with his wife and newborn child.

Arizona used a tough defense
and the passing of Mark Driscoll
to take a mistake-rittled 21-12
decision over Iowa State Saturday in an important intersectional contest.
The Wildcats' opening game

lntramurals. Set
For Wednesday
The schedule for Wednesday
and Thursday Intramural Football clashes is as follows (fields
are located just south of University Stadium) :
Wednesday, September 25: @
3:45: field 1, Kiowa vs. Toltec;
fild 3, Phi Delta Theta vs. Sigma
Chi; field 4, Pi Kappa Alpha vs.
Alpha Epsilon Pi.
@4 :45: Field 1, Comanchero
vs. Aztec; field 2, Mossman vs.
Mendoza; field 3, Lamda Chi Alpha vs. Phi Sigma Kappa; field
4, Alpha Tau Omega vs. Kappa
Alpha; and field 5, Sigma Phi
Epsilon vs. Phi Gamma Delta.
Thursday, September 26: @
3:45 : field 1, Twa vs. Acoma;
field 3, 4th Street Winos vs. Woodchucks; fild 4, Pharmacy vs. Students for Democratic Football;
field 5, 2 DS Institute vs. Columbus Athletic Club.
@4 :45: field 1, . M;escalero vs.
Iaqui; field 2, Chimayo vs. Escalnte; field 3, Baptist Student
Center vs. N R 0 T C; field 4,
NESEP vs. Bailers; field 5, Alpha Phi Omega vs. Mother Carey's Chickens.

End Of Season
Raceway Mishap
lniures Editor
By BOB LOWDER
Lobo sports editor Mike Perry
had his late-model stock-car racing debut spoiled yesterday afternoon when his car spun out and
hit a retaining wall midway
through a 10-lap race at Albuquerque Raceway.
His '59 Ford 3-speed struck the
wall at about 50 mph coming out
of the fourth turn after being
bumped from the rear.
The cars had slowed down for
the turn after reaching speeds of
80 to 90 mph on the dry track's
straightaway.
At times, dense clouds of dust
limited visibility.
The force of the crash shattered Perry's glasses and sent blood
gushing from his face.
Perry was rushed to Presbyterian hospital where he was treated
and released suffering from deep
cuts in the forehead.
Doctors appearently lost count
of the number of stitches that
were required to close his head
wounds in a 1 ¥.! hour operation.
Perry was fortunate in that he
suffered no other injuries than
those to his head as the car he
was driving was all but totally
demolished.
Less than three hours after the
mishap, bandaged a~d still wearing his blood-stamed clothes,
Perry was back at The Lobo Office
working on this issue.
When asked the inevitable question, "Will you drive again?,"
Perry replied, "Yes • • . . Next
spring...• In Volkswagons!"

Mudra Hopeful

Editor's Note: This weekend the
Lobos meet Arizona in a WAC
game at University sta~ium. The
following is an analysis of the
Arizona football team by head
10 and one yard by Brown plus coach Darrell Mudra.
Arizona football should be a
a safety and the Packers never
little
better in 1968. There is no
came closer in the second half
question that a get rich quick atthan a 16-6 deficit.
Brown went one yard for the titude in our first year cost us
Vikings' first touchdown after an dearly because we wasted a whole
11-yard pass from Kapp to Tom year in building a prgoram that
Hall put the ball on the one and lacked continuity and harvested a
.then went 10 yards on a draw for
lot of academic headaches fr()m
another touchdown.
the host of transfers we recruited
in our first year.
We are probably a little more
taletned physically. We have more
speed and more experience. A
good deal of both was generated
in our off season conditioning prowas marred by seven lost fum- gram. The coaching staff has
bles, one intercepted pass and made the biggest improvement by
numerous penalties.
simply developing a plan by which
Driscoll completed 17 of 27 we feel we can move the football
;passes for 267 yeards and two offensively. Our coaching staff is
very young, but exteremely gifted
touchdowns.
Trailing 12-7 at halftime, the and time to mature has been a
Wildcats scored the first time big factor for us.
they got the ball in the second h~lf
Arizona retained most of the
on a seven yard pass from Dris- players from a defensive unit that
coll to Bill Arnason. Arizona did
had some big moments in '67 .
not trail again.
Gary Klahr and Tom Nelson
should be All-American candiThe 'Cats clinched the game on
dates. Rex Macklin is not as big
a 17 yard pass from Driscoll to
but
nearly as strong. Bill McMark Boche with 7:18 left in the
Kinley, John Naegle, Dick Prince
game.
and r.arry Hall are other top deThe Cyclones penterated Wildfensive linemen.
cat territory only twice in the secLarry Roggs last year's strongond half and never posed a serious
est linebacker will get support
from Otis Comeaux who was movthreat.

Lobo Foe Wins

ed from a starting free safety and
Charlie Duke who was injured
last season. Ken Sarnoski, Jim
Fairley, Lou Ramsey, Tom Cooley
and Alan Durban will bolster the
linebackers.
'l'he most pleasant surprise in
the spring was the discovery of
two great sophomore receivers,
Hal Arnason and Mark Bache,
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Registration Renews Conflict At Columbia;
300 Radicals Stage March On Gymnasium
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Compiled from Lobo Wires
As registration began at Columbia University Wednesday,
the ghosts of old struggles and
intimations of possible new ones
were raised as radical student
groups firmed their stand defying
the university's concessions of the
past week.
Chanting "Amnesty Now'' and
"Ho Ho Ho Chi Minh, Columbia
Strike is Going to Win," 300 students marched on the old gymnasium (whose replacement they
blocked last spring) and tried to
register the 30 students still suspended from Columbia until next
year for their part in the April
shut-down and take-over of campus buildings.
Forty-two others who had been
suspended were readmitted on
probation by Acting President
Andrew W. Cordier last week.
Cordier also said the u~versity
would request that chafges of
trespassing against 400 other
students be dropped by the City
of New York.
Conflict Begins
The students' position, outlined at rallies Tuesday night
and Wednesday noon before the
march by spokesmen for SDS and
the Colwnbia Strike Committee,
is that amnesty is not acceptable
unless all involved students are
readmitted to the university.
The group of 300 who participated in the registration protest
Wednesday were led by SDS
activist Mark Rudd, who told

them "if we can't register the suspended students, no one else will
1·egister either."
At the door of the gym, the
proteste1·s were met by Proctor
William Kahn and a dozen uniformed campus guards. Kahn told
them no student could register
unless he had a packet of special
IBM cards, which have been mailed to all those eligible (but not
to the 30 suspended), but that
Kahn had arranged for a legal
demonstration on a campus lawn.
SDS Wants Shutdown
Josephine Duke, press secretary
for the SDS (Students for a
Democratic Society) and a member of the group's newly-elected
steering committee, does not hesitate to say that the group's broad
strategy is to create a series of
minor confrontations during September and October gradually
leading to the university's complete shutdown.
"We have to build a movement
right here on campus," she said.
"For the first couple of months
we're going to concentrate on that
and on mass education.''
One of their principal efforts,
she said, will be to convince other
students that the SDS is here to
stay. Other radical and student
groups have faded away and most
people seem to feel the SDS will
too, she said.
"I don't expect the freshman
to quickly join in. I don't think
they feel it's their struggle yet,''
she said. "But in a month or two

the campus should be highly politicized. Last year we spent more
than six months just talking
about the gym and the institute
for defense analyses before anything happened.''
Demands Stated
Two principal demands of the
SDS last spring were for an end
to construction of a gymnasium
on public land in Morningside
Heights Park and for severance
of the university's ties with the
institute for defense analyses, a
loose consortium of universities
which did research for the department of defense.
Last April, the worldwide student revolution suddenly found its
focus at Columbia when a relatively small groUp led by the SDS
occupied university buildings.
During the following six weeks
undergraduate classes never resumed, hundreds of students were
arrested and the once politically
apathetic university was split
down the center.
The SDS, announcing it had
only begun to fight, spent the
summer analyzing what had happened and planning how to do it
again.
The university prepared for a
new confrontation by retiring
President Grayson Kirk and replacing him with the dean of
Columbia's School of International Affairs, Andrew W. Cordier, an experienced diplomat who
had been chief of United Nations

Former Engineering Student
Constructs Bridge in Mexico
Salvador Reyes, a former graduate student in civil eniineering
from UNM, designed a bridge for
the Mexican community of La
Barca this summer.
Reyes and 11 other UNM students, who were members of Amigos Anonymous, weP.t to Mexico
this summer.
One small pueblo in the La
Barca area was severely handicapped because it was isolated
from vehicular traffic. The pueblo needed a bridge. A deep arroyo
cut communications. While people,
cattle, dogs, and burros could
trudge up and down the arroyo,
motored vehicles couldn't get
through.
Reyes, 23, designed a bridge.
Then, with the design completed,
construction crews came and con-

Want Ads
HELP WANTED
COLLEGE STUDENT&: Part time jobs,
evenings and Satunla7s. No experience
n~. Applicant JDllSI: be neat. well
IIPOken and able to start immediately.
For interview appointment call Jdr L&ws
at 344-1191 after 6 p.m.

.

struction of the bridge is now
proceeding.
"I wish I could have stayed to
help build i~but we had to return to the States,'' said Reyes,
"and now I am going into the
Navy. But when I can, maybe on
a leave from the Navy, I'm going
back to La Barca and check that
bridge.''
The bridge will be 12 meters
long (about 14 yards) when it is
completed.
Reyes was "jefe" of the Amigos
Anonymous group. The students
were Lynn Davis, Rosann Hernandez, Camilla Moya, Rose
Marie Garcia, Jeannette Cook.
Bayita Garotrolo, siste"l:S Chris
Rowe and Micaela Rowe, Dan
Armijo, Ernest Pacheco, Jerry
Smith, and Reyes.
Amigos Anonymous, sponsored
on the UNM campus by the Newman Center, is affiliated with the
National Conference of InterAmerican
Student
Projects,
which is under the auspices of the
Maryknoll Priests of New York
City:

FOUND

FOUND: On UNM campus. Aj;Jproximat&
l;y 3 month old female part :;hephard
PDl>PY, brindle coloring. Cali 268-7152
after G:30 :P.m.
BOARD .II: ROOM
UNM STUDENTS-DO YOU LIKE TO
SWIM? Modnrn """"mmodations with
pool and waildng ilistance from carilptl8.
Phone 243-2881.
LOST
LOST ON CAJdPUS: Ladlr'a gold -watch.
Black band, smaD oilver """"' attached.
Phone Mru. Brown, 242-7367.
FOR SALE
HOUSE 2 blocka frof UNM. 420 Dartmonth NE. 3 hdrms, 2 baths, large den,
garage. Under appllUsal at $27,1150 by
owner..

.
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The group went to La Barca, a
town of about 15,000, in the state
of Jalisco. They worked on domesf;ic hygiene, :first aid, and
other community development
programs. They all went to Guadalajara to get 200 young fruit
trees which they brought to La
Barca, distributed, and help
transplant. The trees included
limes, lemons, oranges, and
apples.
Any university student can join
Amigos Anonymous, and religion
is not a factor. There is a recruitment drive now underway.

operations in the Congo early in
the 1960s.
Charges Dropped
In one of his first moves as acting president, Cordier announced
that Columbia would ask New
York City courts to drop charges
against some 400 students, arrested for trespassing during the
upheaval last spring. The next
day, he said the university was
reinstating 40 suspended students.
The SDS, which had greeted
Cordier's appointment as acting
president by charging him with
responsibility for the murder of
Patrice Lumumba in the Congo,
demanded total amnesty for all
students and nonstudents either
arrested or disciplined during the
revolt.
On Sept. 11, the SDS held a
rally which attracted a crowd of
more than 200 despite the fact
classes do not begin until Sept.
26. Paul Rockwell, a leader of the
radical progressive labor party
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SDS-Is Losing Momentum
In Fall Fight at Columbia
NEW YORK (UPI)-Columbia
University moved peacefully towards resumption of classes
Thursday and all the !'Vidence indicated the Radical Students for
a Democratic Society (SDS) was
beginning to lose momentum in its
fall campaign against the administration.
Registration continued in the
university gymnasium while the
SDS planned strategy meetings.
Last week, guards checked students as they entered the gymnasium to prevent SDS leader
Mark Rudd and other suspended
students from trying to register,

but Monday, students came and
went freely.
The attention of radical students on the campus had shifted
from Columbia to Mexico, where
the government has been using
troops to supress a student revolt. SDS members met during
the day to plan a demonstration
for Saturday to protest events in
Mexico.
For a brief period last week,
the SDS began to attract popular
support when the university
denied it the right to use campus
facilities Wednesday night for its

international assembly of student
revolutionary movements. The following day, however, acting president Andrew W. Cordier restored
the suspended rights and the
larger question of the SDS charter as a student organization was
postpohed.
The SDS also planned an afternoon meeting to discuss ways to
gain the initiative from Cordier.
The SDS leaders claim his moves
to dismiss charges against some
students and to end the suspension of others were designed to
isolate the radicals.
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wing of the SDS, led the demonstration to a building where the
faculty was meeting to vote on
new disciplinary rules.
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MILWAUKEE, Wis. (UPI) Richard M. Nixon lashed out at
Vice President Hubert H. Humph·
rey monday, claiming that the
United States, and especia1Iy the
American working man, could not
"alford" the Democratic Presidential nominee.
If Mr. Humphrey were elected
he would make the most expensive president in American history," Nixon said.
Depar~ing from his usual practice, Nixon criticized Humphrey
by name. Rather than referring
to "the leadership of the past
four years or "my opponent,"
Nixon made sure his listeners
knew who he was talking about.
In Wisconsin
His audience was made up of
gathered in ..front of the Sheraton Schroeder Hotel to welcome
the Republican Presidential nominee to Wisconsin.
Nixon said that in the past
three years every pay raise received by the average American
worldng tnan has been wiped out
by rising prices and rising taxes.
Nixon contrasted this with what

he said was Humphrey's claim and licensing laws at the state
that "the American worker . . . and local levels.
Gun Control Stand
has never had it so good.''
The
GOP
presidential candiNixon contended that the workposition
on the politically
date's
ing man knows that this is not
hot question of gun control was
the truth.
spelled out Friday night before
American Worldng Man
a statewide television audience in
"The average American work- Pennsylvania. Generally overloking man has been marking time ed because of other Nixon newsfor the last three years because making developments that day,
of the economic policies that my the s~tement was probably the
opponent applauds and that my most definitive he has made on
opponent pledges to continue," the issue since the assassination
he said.
of Robert F. Kennedy, the inciNixon kept his campaign on a dent which more than any other
low key in Milwaukee. After the heated up the longtime controbrief rally in front of the hotel, versy.
Vice President Hubert H. Humhe met with campaign workers
and scheduled a private taping of phrey, the Democratic presidential candidate, has accused Nixon
n television interview.
He was on the first leg of a of ducking gun control. The Demfive-day campaign swing that was ocratic presidential nominee has
to take him on through South Da- come out squarely in favor of
kota, Washington, Idaho, Colo· federal registration and licensing.
rado, Missouri, Kentucky, Ten- Humphrey also favors the ban on
mail order hand gun sales ennessee and Florida.
Earlier in the day a lending ad- acted by Congress and on a simvocate of gun controls hailed a ilar measure applying to rifles
recent Nixon statement calling passed in slightly different verfor "strong" firearms registration sions.

By PATRICIA MILNER
Staff Writer
Professor Marvin May of the
C i vi 1 Engineering department
says, "The reduction in student
parking lots was designed to help
lessen student cruising and allow
pedestrians to amble about campus in a safer fashion."
"Student parking areas are located in close proximity to Redondo Drive where students have
the advantage of paved lots resulting in less dirt and dust on
student cars," May said.
Since students come and go
during the day, this also decreases
campus congestion because the
student lots border on the main
roads away from the University.
May explained, "Faculty-staff
parking areas are located close to
the main buildings on campus because faculty and staff members
park for a longer duration of
time (usually 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.)
than does the average student.''
Easy Access
This also allows the faculty
easy access to their parking
places when they are in a hurry
to get to their classes.
Said May, "Faculty-staff l'm:1tJng lots uaualJy ho.vo .livo per cent:

of their spaces open for those
visiting the campus for a brief
period of time."
This year townspeople are prohibited from using the campus

road to get from Central to
Lomas. This, coupled with the
parking lot changes, keeps campus traffic to a minimum.
Pedestrian Record
Dr. May pointed out "the University has never had any pedestrian killed on campus.'' To keep
such an accident from happening,
the pedestrian has the right-ofway on all campus streets.
Stop signs at the corner of
Cornell and Redondo Drive and in
front of Hokona Hall were set up
to slow down drivers and remind
them of the large numbers o'f
pedestrians at these locations.
This year there is a blanket
campus speed limit of 20 mph.
Prior to this year, there were
varying speed limits of 15 mph.,
20 mph., and 25 mph. May said,
"By this new regulation, a student maintaining a speed of 20
mph. eliminates his chances of
getting a speeding ticket."
Parking Space Studied
Dr. May said, "It is a general
practice to re-study the amount of
use each parking lot gets several
times throughout the year. This
study will be done either by the
campus police or enginering students."

.1\.!ny .is a :Jno.mhcr o£ tllo M.astor

Planning Committee headed by
Dr. Sherman Smith. All decisiof'~ ·
about traffic and general transportation problems are decided by
this committee,

Resistance Activities
Outlined At Meeting
The UNM Resistance, an organization that hopes to make it
more difficult for people to make
war, met last night in the Union.
Derrick Shannon, a UNM student,
outlined the theme and activities
of the organiaztion.
All activities and projects revolve around the theme of ending
lthe war in Viet Nam. Draft
counseling is a major project.
Locally, Resistance members go
to Albuquerque draft boards, obtain the names of people classified 1-A, contact those people and
tell them about available counseling.
Resistance work will Qfficially
begin Friday, Sept. 27, when
members hand out anti-war liter-

ature at Kirkland and Sandia
bases.
World-wide anti-war demonstrations will take place during
the week of Oct. 21-26. Demonstrations will take place in the
week an(! will pave the way for
activities on the National Day" o'f'
Resistance on November 14.
Shannon said that Resistance
meetings will be held every Monday evening in the Union. He
urged people interested in ending the war to attend, Those interested will be trained in draft
counseling, learn about draft
laws, deserters, and immigration
to Canada. They can them employ
this knowledge by participating
in the Resistance-sponsored draft
counseling activities, he said.

Chemistry Building First
On Construction Agend,a
UNM has set its sights on 16
construction projects for the 196971 period to be funded, in the
main, from UNM's share of the
1969 state bond issue appropriation. The estimated total cost of
the construction is $7,170,000,
part of which will come from
federal sources.
At the head of the priority list
is the addition to the Chemistry
Building. Other construction projects of top importance include: a
Psychology Building; Faculty Offices-Classroom Building; a Geology Building addition; and an
Anthropology Building addition.

Administrative Vice President
Sherman E. Smith said availability of federal matching funds under Titles I and II of the Higher
Education Facilities Act will be a
limiting factor in the construction
program.
UNM will be seeking about $1.2
million under Ttitle I of the Higher Educational Facilities Act.
However, because of the fiscal demands of the war in Viet Nam,
indications are that the U.S. De·
partment of Health, Education,
and' Welfare will allot only about
$900,000 for this fiscal year to the
State.

